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Spin-electronic devices are poised to become part of mainstream microelectronic technology. Downsizing
them led to the field of molecular spintronics. Here, we provide proof-of-concept data that allow expanding
this area from its traditional focus on single-molecule magnets to molecules in which spin centers are an-
tiferromagnetically (AFM) coupled to result in a singlet ground state. In this context, and in contrast to all
previous work on molecular spintronics, we develop a detection scheme of the spin state of the molecule
that does not rely on a magnetic moment. Instead, we use quantum dot devices consisting of an isolated,
contacted single-wall carbon nanotube covalently bound to a limited number of molecular AFMs, for which we
chose representative coordination complexes incorporating four Mn(II) or Co(II) ions. Time-dependent quantum
transport measurements along the functionalized nanotube show steplike transitions between several distinct
current levels that we attribute to transitions between different AFM states of individual molecular complexes
grafted on the nanotube. A statistical analysis of the switching events using factorial cumulants indicates that
the cobalt complexes switch independently from each other, whereas a coherent superposition of the AFM spin
states of the molecules along the nanotube is observed for the manganese complexes. The long coherence time
of the superposition state (several seconds at 100 mK) is made possible by the absence of spin and orbital
momentum in the relevant states of the manganese complex, while the cobalt complex includes a signifi-
cant orbital momentum contribution due to the pseudo-octahedral coordination environment of the d7 metal
centers.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.107.245414

I. INTRODUCTION

Antiferromagnetic (AFM) spintronics is emerging as a
promising field for technologies ranging from magnetic
random access memories to neuromorphic computing and
terahertz information devices, as AFMs do not produce and
are insensitive toward magnetic stray fields [1–4]. The lack
of a net magnetic moment confers high stability to the AFM
states but, at the same time, makes it challenging to address
and differentiate among them. Therefore, this area has not yet

*carola.meyer@uni-osnabrueck.de

been extended to the level of individual molecules exhibit-
ing AFM coupled magnetic spin centers, while spintronics
with, e.g., high-spin single-molecule magnets (SMMs) are
well established [5,6]. In this paper, we showcase how tran-
sitions between distinct molecular states with Stot = 0 can
be monitored via charge transport when the molecules are
coupled to a carbon nanotube (CNT) quantum dot in field
effect geometry. Transitions between different AFM states are
accompanied by steplike changes of the current through the
quantum dot, resulting in a random telegraph signal (RTS).
We analyze the signal statistics employing factorial cumu-
lants, which are well established in the field of quantum optics
but have not yet been widely applied in transport. This method
of investigation paves the way to exploring the molecular
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FIG. 1. (a) General structure of the metal complexes (M: metal
ion). H is omitted for clarity, the central (distorted) M4O4 cubane
highlighted in yellow, all coordinative bonds in orange. All aromatic
rings are made transparent to improve spatial representation. Ligand
backbones differentiate between chelate and acetate ligands. Spin
density (ρ↑ − ρ↓) on (b) the carbon nanotube {Mn4}-(CNT) and (c)
the {Co4}-CNT hybrid system computed from first principles in an
open-system setup [7–9]. Light blue and yellow indicate positive and
negative values of the isosurfaces normalized to the maximum spin
density.

equivalent of AFM spintronics by employing states that do
not couple to fluctuations of external magnetic fields, thereby
allowing for long-lived superposition states. In this paper, we
study two structurally identical molecular systems that differ
fundamentally only in the spin-carrying metal ions (Fig. 1).
Modeling the RTS, we find that, in the absence of spin-orbit

coupling, such states can exhibit a coherent superposition with
exceptionally long coherence time.

In the past years, significant progress has allowed detection
of spin states of individual molecules using scanning tunnel-
ing microscopy [10–20] or molecules in junctions [21–24].
However, in these approaches, the electric bias field applied
to the molecule will in general influence its charge state and
therefore its magnetic characteristics. To circumvent this is-
sue, it has been proposed to detect the spin state of an SMM by
grafting it to a nonmagnetic one-dimensional conductor (such
as a CNT) and measuring the magnetic state of the so-obtained
hybrid system [25]. CNTs have been used successfully to
read out states of SMMs by measuring the magnetoresistance
effect [26] and detecting phonon-spin interaction [27] and
spin interactions within an individual SMM [28]. All these
experiments depend on the detection of a local magnetic mo-
ment. Therefore, they cannot be employed for single-molecule
AFMs that have no resulting magnetic moment. Here, we
show that devices functionalized with AFM molecules that
differ only in the spin-carrying metal ions exhibit RTSs with
distinct statistics that reveal whether the transitions between
different current levels are correlated. We interpret the RTS
in terms of transitions between different molecular Stot = 0
eigenstates.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electronic and magnetic structure of the CNT-AFM hybrid

To fabricate a system that exhibits distinct molec-
ular Stot = 0 states, we use charge-neutral molecular
[M4L2(OAc)4] complexes [29,30] (H2L = 2,6-bis-[1-(2-
hydroxyphenyl)iminoethyl]-pyridine; HOAc = acetic acid;
M = MnIIor CoII). Those complexes (hereafter denoted as
{Mn4} and {Co4}) are nearly isostructural and display a
quasitetrahedral core of divalent metal ions interlinked by
ligands [Fig. 1(a)]. Exchange coupling between the metal ions
is mediated mainly by four oxygen atoms of the ligands, each
bridging between three metal centers into a nearly cubic M4O4

core, which can be thought of as two pairs of AFM inter-
acting ions. Two of the four ions reside in an approximately
octahedral ligand field and two in an approximately trigonal
bipyramidal ligand field with a spin S = 5

2 (S = 3
2 ) for MnII

(CoII). The ground state is AFM, as supported by magne-
tization measurements for the pristine molecules as well as
for molecules grafted to CNTs [29–31]. Density functional
theory (DFT) calculations of the isolated complexes [30] also
yield an Sz

tot = 0 ground state, confirming the overall AFM
nature of the intramolecular magnetic interactions in the sim-
pler one-electron approximation. The complexes retain their
AFM nature when grafted covalently to the CNT [Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c)] by a metathesis reaction between an acetate ligand of
the complex and a carboxylic acid group generated by oxida-
tion of the tube [31]. Our DFT calculations confirm the overall
AFM nature of the ground state of the grafted complexes
and demonstrate that the interaction between each individual
molecule and the CNT is similar for {Co4} and {Mn4}: The
electronic properties of the nanotube around the Fermi energy
are slightly perturbed by the molecule, and the total spin
polarization of the hybrid system is larger for {Co4}-CNT
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than for {Mn4}-CNT (Sec. SI-2 in the Supplemental Material
[32] and Refs. [33–38] therein). We used an open-system ap-
proach [7–9] to demonstrate that the spin polarization induced
by magnetic exchange interaction between the spins of the
molecule and the spin of the electron in the CNT quantum
dot at the grafting site is long-ranged ([Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]
and Sec. SI-2 in the Supplemental Material [32]).

Note that spin configurations with different total spin
(Stot > 0) lie several millielectronvolts above the ground state
for both complexes (Tables S1 and S2 and Sec. SI-2 in
the Supplemental Material [32]). This is at least two orders
of magnitude larger than the energy involved in the low-
temperature transport experiments presented here. Instead, we
have to think of the AFM ground states with Stot = Sz

tot = 0 in
terms of a total spin of the complex �Stot:=

∑
i
�Si characterized

by the spin quantum number Stot and the magnetic quantum
number Sz

tot. To form a complete set of quantum numbers, we
(arbitrarily) group the four individual ion spins into two pairs
and include the spin quantum numbers S12, S34 of the two spin
pairs �Si j :=�Si + �S j so that �Stot:=�S12 + �S34 (Fig. S1 and Sec. SI-
1 in the Supplemental Material [32]). We assume a pair-wise
Heisenberg spin-exchange coupling, H = − 1

2

∑
i �= j Ji j �Si · �S j

with AFM Ji j < 0. If all exchange couplings are equal,
Ji j = J , the eigenenergy E = − J

2 [Stot (Stot + 1) − 4S(S + 1)]
only depends on the spin quantum number Stot of the
total spin but not on Sz

tot, S12, or S34. For AFM cou-
plings, J < 0, the ground state has total spin Stot = 0 with
vanishing dipole moment Sz

tot = 0, exhibiting a sixfold (four-
fold) degeneracy for {Mn4} ({Co4}). The four degenerate
states for {Co4} would correspond to |Stot, Sz

tot, S12, S34〉 =
|0, 0, 0, 0〉, |0, 0, 1, 1〉, |0, 0, 2, 2〉, |0, 0, 3, 3〉, to which the
|0, 0, 4, 4〉 and |0, 0, 5, 5〉 states would be added for {Mn4}
(Sec. SI-1 in the Supplemental Material [32]). However,
the degeneracy is lost in the actual molecules because the
exchange interactions Ji j are not equivalent. This enables
low-energy transitions within the now split Stot = Sz

tot = 0
manifold (an example for an excited state is given in Sec. SI-1
in the Supplemental Material [32]) that cause a RTS in the
current through the CNT quantum dot.

A key difference between the two molecules is the value
of the orbital angular momentum 〈L〉, which is finite in CoII,
in agreement with the 3d7 atomic configuration and the re-
spective ligand fields, but almost negligible in MnII due to the
half-filling of the 3d shell. By including spin-orbit coupling
in the DFT calculations, we verified that the orbital angular
momentum of cobalt is practically fully quenched for the two
trigonal bipyramidal metal centers, while a significant orbital
moment (0.18 and 0.25 μB, open-system approach) is found
for the two octahedrally coordinated atoms (Sec. SI-2 in the
Supplemental Material [32]).

B. Device preparation and characterization

Individual CNTs functionalized with either {Mn4} or {Co4}
complexes are contacted in a field-effect-transistor structure
with highly doped silicon serving as a back gate. Basic device
characterization and fabrication details for the {Mn4}-based
device have been published elsewhere [39]. A similar pro-
cedure was used for {Co4}-based device fabrication. The
number of complexes within a device is derived from our

FIG. 2. (a) Stability diagram of the quantum dot formed on the
{Mn4}-functionalized carbon nanotube (CNT), measured at a tem-
perature of 4 K (B = 0 T), exhibiting a very clean and regular pattern
of Coulomb diamonds with a quantum dot size comparable with the
distance between the electrodes [39]. (b) Coulomb diamonds of a
CNT quantum dot functionalized with {Co4} complexes at 100 mK
(B = 0 T). The width of the current steps as well as that of the
Coulomb peaks yield an electron temperature of 600 mK (∼50μeV).

previous experimental evaluation [31] of the functionalization
density—approximately one complex every 10 nm, mean-
ing negligible through-space interaction between neighboring
complexes. Analysis of Raman spectroscopy based on the G-
mode [40] and on the TO+ZA combination mode [41] of the
device with {Mn4} complexes suggests a zigzag (15,0) metal-
lic CNT (Fig. S4 and Sec. SI-3 in the Supplemental Material
[32]). Accordingly, no transport gap is found in the electri-
cal measurements. This is consistent with our first-principles
prediction of a metallic character for the hybrid CNT-{M4}
systems (Fig. S2 and Sec. SI-2 in the Supplemental Material
[32]). The stability diagrams of the quantum dots bearing ∼50
{Mn4} complexes or ∼70 {Co4} complexes exhibit regular
Coulomb diamonds (Fig. 2). Figure 2(a) shows the stability
diagram of the {Mn4}-functionalized quantum dot measured
at T = 4 K. Since excited states are not resolved, we use a
charging energy of Ech ∼ 4 eV to get a rough estimate of
the length of the CNT quantum dot with l ∼ 350 nm [39,42].
The stability diagram of the quantum dot functionalized with
{Co4} complexes was measured at base temperature of the
dilution refrigerator [T ≈ 100 mK, Fig. 2(b)]. Here, excited
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FIG. 3. (a) Short section of the time trace of the current at the
edge of a Coulomb diamond of the {Mn4}-functionalized carbon nan-
otube (CNT) quantum dot and probability density function (PDF) of
the entire 3600 s signal displayed with 11 Gaussian peaks indicating
the current levels (we omit the three highest levels for better visi-
bility). (b) Histogram of the derivative of the entire signal (note the
logarithmic scale) fitted with five Gaussian peaks leading to a stan-
dard deviation of the direct signal σdirect = σderiv/

√
2 = 40(1) pA,

respectively.

states are nicely resolved, and thus, a more accurate estimate
of the quantum dot length is derived from the first excited
state at �E = 0.7 meV yielding l = 714 nm. The length esti-
mates from the stability diagram fit reasonably well with the
designed distance between the electrodes of 500 nm for the
{Mn4} device and of 700 nm for the {Co4} device. We thus
conclude that the covalent grafting of complexes to the CNT
does not cause strong localization within the devices.

C. Analysis of the RTSs

Figure 3(a) shows on the left a short section of the
current trace taken at the base temperature of the dilution
refrigerator at the edge of the Coulomb diamond of a {Mn4}-
functionalized CNT device, displaying a characteristic RTS.
The probability density function (PDF) corresponding to the
entire trace (3600 s length), reported in Fig. 3(a), exhibits
a quasiexponential decay instead of a single Gaussian peak
expected for simple noise. A similar signal is measured at an
equivalent position of a CNT quantum dot functionalized with
{Co4} complexes (Fig. 4). While it clearly does not resemble a
single Gaussian peak, the asymmetry of the PDF is much less
prominent than the {Mn4} device, and the signal decays much
faster, indicating the presence of a smaller number of levels
for the signal.

FIG. 4. Short section of the current trace at the edge of a
Coulomb diamond of the {Co4}-functionalized carbon nanotube
(CNT) quantum dot and corresponding probability density function
(PDF) of the entire signal (1300 s) with three Gaussian peaks fitted
at B = 0 T.

FIG. 5. (a) Part of the stability diagram of a carbon nanotube
(CNT) quantum dot functionalized with ∼70 {Co4} complexes at
B = 8 T (perpendicular to CNT axis). White dots indicate the posi-
tions where the current traces shown in (b) were measured (gate and
bias voltage of the lower point the same as in Fig. 4). (b) Parts of the
time traces of the current taken at the indicated positions in a (top,
in blue, for Vsd = 3.9 mV, bottom, in black, for Vsd = 2.0 mV) with
the respective probability density function (PDF) of the entire direct
current traces after background correction on the right. Discrete
current levels are indicated by dashed lines.

Studying the derivative of the direct current signal of the
{Mn4} device [see Fig. 3(b)] with respect to time, we ex-
tract the largest possible value between two current levels
to be �I ∼ 80 pA and the standard deviation of σderiv =√

2 σdirect = 56.4(1.3) pA, with the standard deviation of the
direct signal σdirect (see Sec. SI-4 in the Supplemental Material
[32] for an extended discussion). The PDF of the direct current
signal can thus be fitted by equidistant Gaussian peaks with
full width at half maximum = 2

√
2 ln(2)σdirect = 94 pA. This

results in at least 14 equidistant current levels. Each level is
directly related to an energy that can be evaluated from the
current-voltage curve taken at this gate voltage. We find a
maximum spacing of �ε ∼ 27μeV. (The level spacing �ε

might in fact be smaller, but this is beyond our resolution. This
would lead to more levels but in fact leave the main results
discussed below qualitatively unchanged.)

The PDF of the RTS signal in the {Co4}-functionalized
devices (Fig. 4) decays much faster with increasing current
levels than for {Mn4}. Therefore, only three different current
levels with a spacing of �ε∼50μeV are identified.

The larger spin polarization and orbital momentum in the
{Co4}-CNT, predicted by DFT, will result in a response to
an external magnetic field. Figure 5(a) presents a part of the
stability diagram of the {Co4} device taken at B = 8 T. Each
line is split into two compared with Fig. 2(b) and corresponds
to different Zeeman levels of the CNT quantum dot with
�EZee = 0.8 meV. No RTS is observed when dI/dV = 0,
as the quantum dot serves as detector only for dI/dV �= 0.
Exemplary current traces measured at two positions [white
dots in Fig. 5(a)] are shown in Fig. 5(b). The background noise
in the Coulomb blockade and on the plateaus of the Coulomb
staircase shows a Gaussian distribution, as expected [Fig. 5(b),
lower trace]. Between two plateaus where the slope of the
current change is steepest, the current traces exhibit a clear
RTS [Fig. 5(b), upper trace].

Indeed, three different current levels with larger energy
splitting than at B = 0 T are clearly identified in the respective
PDF. We find that the steps between two adjacent energy
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FIG. 6. Sketch of the different states of the system. Molecules can be in their ground state (open circles), the first excited state (full circles),
or a superposition thereof (striped circles). The higher the current level, the more molecules are in an excited state. Here, only three of the
attached molecules are shown with the possible transitions. In the case of {Co4}, the different transitions are independent. For {Mn4}, the states
exist in a superposition, and thus, the transitions are coherent.

levels are equidistant with �ε ∼ 100μeV. Fitting three Gaus-
sian peaks to the PDF, we find similar amplitudes for the
signals with and without a magnetic field applied, cf. Fig. 4
(right) and Fig. 5(b).

D. Theoretical model

We interpret the telegraph signal in the following way:
From time to time, an electron tunneling through the quantum
dot provides the energy to excite the combined system of CNT
quantum dot and all attached molecules. The excitation energy
�ε is that of a single {M4} complex (Fig. 6). The excited
state is thereafter probed by many following electrons that
experience a state-dependent tunneling rate, establishing a
characteristic total current. Multiple molecules can be present
in an excited state at any given time (with energy �ε each),
leading to the multilevel PDF of the current. For relaxation,
the {M4} complexes dissipate their energy to the quantum-dot
electrons.

The energy difference between the excited states sampled
by the current in {Mn4} (27 μeV) and in {Co4} (100 μeV at
B = 8 T) is orders of magnitude smaller than other processes
known to cause RTS in CNT devices [43–45]. Note that these
transitions do not involve spin flips, as those would require
comparably large energies, since states with different spin
configuration lie ∼2 orders of magnitude higher in energy
(see Sec. SI-2 in the Supplemental Material [32]). Instead,
different linear superpositions of spin pairs yielding Sz

tot = 0
differ in energy because of nonequivalent exchange interac-
tions between them (Fig. 6 and Sec. SI-1 in the Supplemental
Material [32]). Thus, we conclude that the excitation of the
quantum dots is due to excitation of nondegenerate molecular
Stot = 0 eigenstates.

In the case of {Co4}, we see a small dependence of the
splitting on the magnetic field. We attribute this to the small
residual spin and orbital momentum left on the complex
(Tables S3 and S4 in the Supplemental Material [32]) as
derived from DFT calculations. In total, a magnetic moment
as small as ∼0.4 μB might be left on the complex leading to
a Zeeman energy on the order of ∼100 μeV. This is an order
of magnitude below the AFM coupling within the complex

[31]. Therefore, the states can still be treated as AFM with the
magnetic field as a small perturbation.

The full time trace of the RTS contains more information
than just the relative probability with which the different cur-
rent levels occur. Since it monitors in time each transition
between the different states, the RTS contains information
about correlations of the switching events which, in turn,
can be used to reveal details about the underlying system.
In the present case, we can show that there is a fundamental
difference in the excitation of the {Co4} and {Mn4} ensem-
bles: For the {Co4}-functionalized CNT, there are independent
two-level fluctuators that can be excited individually, while
for the {Mn4}-functionalized CNT, the {Mn4} complexes are
collectively excited by forming a coherent superposition of
excitations in all molecules.

To reach this conclusion, we analyze the RTS in terms of
the full counting statistics. For this, we separate the time trace
of the RTS into time intervals of length �t and count the num-
ber of transitions from higher to lower levels (or equivalently
from lower to higher levels). We thus obtain the probability
distribution PN (�t) that N transitions have occurred. This
probability distribution can be characterized by so-called fac-
torial cumulants, which are derived in the following way.
First, one constructs the generating function MF(z,�t ) =∑∞

N=0 (z + 1)N PN (�t ), given by the z transform of the prob-
ability distribution [46–49]. Performing the mth derivative of
the generating function with respect to z leads to the factorial
moment of order m, which is nothing but the expectation value
〈N (N−1) . . . (N−m + 1)〉 = ∂m

z MF(z,�t )|z=0. The factorial
cumulant of order m is obtained by the corresponding deriva-
tive of the logarithm of the generating function:

CF,m(�t ) = 〈〈N (N − 1) . . . (N − m + 1)〉〉
= ∂m

z ln MF(z,�t )|z=0.

Factorial cumulants are particularly suited to highlight
deviations from a Poisson process since, for the latter, all
factorial cumulants of order m � 2 vanish. This property
also makes them resilient to detector imperfections such as
limited time resolution and noise in the measurement ap-
paratus, which may lead to missing or false counts [50].
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FIG. 7. (a) Occupation probability of the different levels found
in the {Mn4}-device on a logarithmic scale for the direct current
data (black squares) and for models assuming 50 independent two-
level fluctuators (blue triangles) and 50 coherently coupled two-level
fluctuators (red crosses). The dashed line is a fit of the data to an ex-
ponential distribution. (b) First factorial cumulant (CF,1) as extracted
from the measurements on the carbon nanotube (CNT) quantum dots
functionalized with {Mn4} (red) and {Co4} (blue) complexes. Fits
(dashed lines) yield the transition rates used for modeling, in (c),
the second (CF,2) and, in (d), the third (CF,3) factorial cumulant. The
solid lines in (b)–(d) are the respective cumulants extracted directly
from the digitized measurement signal of the two devices ({Mn4}:
red, {Co4}: blue). The positive second cumulant in (c) is related to
a super-Poissonian Fano factor by F = (CF,2/CF,1) + 1. All lines of
the {Co4} sample are multiplied by a factor of 20 for better visibility.

One very important feature of the factorial cumulants is that,
for independent two-level fluctuators, their sign does not
change as a function of time and should alternate [46–49]
CF,m(�t ) ∼ (−1)m−1, with the order m. For independent
two-level fluctuators, the second factorial cumulant must be
negative.

This is the case for the {Co4}-functionalized CNT, see
blue curves in Figs. 7(b)–7(d). Assuming 70 {Co4} com-
plexes, we extract from the first factorial cumulant the
transition rates. These are used to calculate the second
and third factorial cumulants [dashed lines in Figs. 7(c)
and 7(d)], resulting in good agreement with the measured
data at B = 8 T. For the {Mn4}-functionalized CNT [red
curves in Figs. 7(b)–7(d)], the assumption of independent
two-level fluctuators can be ruled out due to the wrong
sign of the second cumulant. Instead, we assume 50 {Mn4}
complexes that are collectively excited by forming a co-
herent superposition of excitations in all molecules. This
model (with transition rates determined from fitting the first
cumulant) correctly reproduces the second and third cu-
mulants [Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)] as well as the exponential
occupation probability distribution of the data [Figs. 7(a)
and S7(b) in the Supplemental Material [32]). The occupa-

tion probabilities Pocc of the levels depend on the transition
rates between adjacent levels (Fig. S6 in the Supplemental
Material [32]). This behavior is incompatible with inde-
pendent excitations of individual {Mn4} complexes, as this
would yield a binomial distribution of Pocc. Assuming a ther-
mally activated process, we find an activation temperature
of 450 mK, in good agreement with the electron tempera-
ture of 600 mK. The signal caused by the {Co4} complexes
at B = 0 T decays too quickly for a meaningful statistical
analysis. However, the occupation probability seems to be-
have similarly as for B = 8 T following a binomial decay
rather than an exponential decay, which implies uncorrelated
events.

Since a model of independent three-level fluctuators also
fails to reproduce the data (Fig. S7b in the Supplemental
Material [32]), we conclude that long-lived coherent excita-
tions involving all {Mn4} complexes are present in our system.
Coherence can be obtained because the single electron at the
origin of the excitation is coherent in the whole CNT quantum
dot and therefore couples to all molecules at the same time.
The long coherence time in the order of seconds is, indeed,
likely if both the ground and excited states of the {Mn4}
complexes do not carry a magnetic moment that could couple
to any dipolar (magnetic or electric) field.

In the {Co4} device, on the other hand, the CoII ions in their
octahedral ligand fields possess a considerable orbital mo-
ment. Though the applied magnetic field is not large enough
to change the AFM nature of the ground state (Sec. SI-2 in
the Supplemental Material [32]), the residual orbital moment
couples to fluctuations of dipolar fields, leading to fast deco-
herence due to spin-orbit coupling [51,52].

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we study the RTS of CNT quantum dots
functionalized with small ensembles of two molecular analogs
of AFMs, {Mn4} and {Co4}. While the energy changes cor-
responding to the transitions between different current levels
are very similar for both complexes, the statistical behavior
of the RTS differs fundamentally between the manganese
and cobalt derivatives. As the only fundamental difference
between the two complexes concerns the orbital magnetic
moment, which is fully quenched in {Mn4} but present in
{Co4}, the RTS is necessarily linked to magnetic transitions,
specifically transitions between nondegenerate Stot = 0 states
of individual molecular AFMs. Based on the RTS statistics,
we can show that, while complexes based on magnetic CoII

ions switch independently, their congeners based on MnII

ions exhibit a long-lived coherent superposition between the
states of all molecules attached to the quantum dot. This
leads to a fundamental perspective on information processing
with magnetic molecules. Molecular AFM coupling between
individual molecules on the order of 100 K is well known
[53]. Hence, it appears feasible to design AFM molecules
with nondegenerate Stot = 0 eigenstates that exhibit similar
strong coupling, causing a larger separation in energy than
the molecules presented here, enough to prevent switching
between states caused by temperature. Instead, by inducing
dipolar moments, Raman transitions could be driven to change
states deliberately. Alternatively, similar control could be
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reached using tunable exchange interactions Ji j to modify the
energetic order of Stot = 0 states. The difference in behavior
of both molecular systems investigated here reveals the large
impact of even small residual orbital moments on the spin co-
herence in molecular AFMs. In the complete absence of such
moments, strikingly long coherence times on the order of sec-
onds can be achieved. The coupling of the molecules to each
other is mediated exclusively by the small but long-ranged
spin polarization transferred to the conduction electrons of the
CNT. This offers means of controlling the device: Using fer-
romagnetic contacts, spin-polarized electrons can be injected
into the CNT [54], and the spin polarization of the conduction
electrons can be controlled using a gate [55].
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APPENDIX A: ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS

First-principles simulations of the {M4}-CNT systems
(with M = Mn, Co) were performed using the SIESTA [56]
implementation of DFT, within the local spin-density approx-

imation. The {M4} complexes are bound via a carboxylate
(−CO−

2 ) group to the dangling C of a monovacancy site on
the external wall of a metallic armchair (5,5) nanotube. The
choice of a metallic nanotube ensures that electron conduction
is allowed around the Fermi energy. We have shown that the
oxygenated vacancy is especially favorable for functionaliza-
tion of CNTs with CO2 [7] or magnetic nanoparticles [8].
We performed simulations of a single molecule grafted to an
infinite tube using the open-system setup of Ref. [9], com-
bining the nonequilibrium Green’s function formalism with a
DFT Hamiltonian as implemented in TRANSIESTA [57]. This
is necessary to avoid artifacts resulting from the long-range
character of the indirect exchange coupling between magnetic
clusters mediated by the conduction electrons of the CNT
[58]. The simulation setup was composed of a central region
of 35 CNT rings (86 Å long) contacted by two semi-infinite
(5,5)-CNTs on each side. The spin-orbit coupling was intro-
duced using the formalism of Ref. [36], as implemented in
SIESTA [59]. Further technical details are provided in Sec.
SI-2 in the Supplemental Material [32].

APPENDIX B: DEVICE FABRICATION

Electronic devices were fabricated as described in
Ref. [39]. Briefly, isolated single-wall CNTs were grown on
a Si/SiO2 substrate using methane as a feedstock and Fe/Mo
catalyst nanoparticles. The nanotubes were oxidized in air
at 450°C, and then the field-effect-transistor structure of the
quantum-dot device was fabricated using the substrate as a
back gate and Pt leads ({Mn4}-based devices), or the device
was fabricated and then the nanotubes oxidized ({Co4}-based
devices). Here, [M4L2(OAc)4] complexes (H2L = 2,6-bis-
[1-(2-hydroxyphenyl)iminoethyl]pyridine, {Mn4} and {Co4})
were synthesized according to the literature [29,30] and
bonded to the nanotubes by introducing the device into a
solution of the complex (in acetonitrile solution for {Mn4}, in
dichloromethane for {Co4}) for a week before rinsing away
the noncovalently attached complexes over another week.
A density of functionalization of ∼1 molecule/10 nm was
achieved [31].

APPENDIX C: ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS

All electronic measurements were carried out in a 3He/4He
dilution refrigerator at a base temperature ∼100 mK. The
bias voltage was supplied symmetrically via digital-to-analog
converters, addressed via an optical fiber to decouple it from
the mains. The electron temperature was determined from
the width of the Coulomb peaks and independently by fit-
ting a Fermi function to the first current step (ground-state
tunneling) of the Coulomb staircase taken from the {Co4}-
CNT stability diagram. The current of the noise traces was
amplified using a low-noise current-to-voltage (IV) converter
(QT-IVVI Rack, TU-Delft) and was measured by averaging
over 20 ms (NPLC 1) using an HP34401A multimeter. In
total, we had four devices (one based on {Mn4}, three based
on {Co4}) that exhibited regular Coulomb diamonds after
cooldown. All of them exhibited RTSs. Two of the devices
are discussed in this paper.
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APPENDIX D: RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

Confocal micro-Raman spectroscopy was performed at
room temperature in backscattering geometry with a Horiba
Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800 monochromator. For this, a
He-Ne laser emitting at 633 nm was focused through a 100×
microscope objective with 0.95 NA, and the power was kept
at 0.7 mW (as measured before the objective). With the help
of previously acquired scanning electron microscope images
of the device [39], the sample was oriented such that the nan-
otube is aligned parallel to the laser polarization to maximize
the signal. The target area was mapped with a motorized stage
to find the precise position of the nanotube through its Raman
signal, and the depth focus was subsequently adjusted on the
nanotube for maximal intensity.

The Raman spectra were spectrally calibrated by the emis-
sion lines of a neon lamp. The background signal that is
caused by Raman scattering with the silicon wafer of the

device was measured with ∼2μm lateral distance to the nan-
otube, which allowed for subsequent subtraction from the
signal.

APPENDIX E: DATA ANALYSIS

We used the histogram of the derivative of the direct
current data (before background correction) of the {Mn4}-
functionalized device to determine current steps of �I ≈
80 pA with a standard deviation of σdirect = 40(1) pA [see
Fig. 3(b)]. To digitize the RTS, the background of the noise
traces was removed using the statistics-sensitive nonlinear
iterative peak clipping algorithm implemented in the com-
puter algebra system Wolfram Mathematica. The PDFs and
cumulants were determined from a current time trace of
1300 s (3600 s) length for the {Co4}-functionalized ({Mn4}-
functionalized) device. The models used to simulate the data
are elaborated in the Supplemental Material [32].
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